Abstract. This paper presents an extended computing procedure for the global optimization of the triple response system (TRS) where the response functions are nonconvex (nonconcave) quadratics and the input factors satisfy a radial region of interest. The TRS arising from response surface modeling can be approximated using a nonlinear mathematical program involving one primary (objective) function and two secondary (constraints) functions. An optimization algorithm named triple response surface algorithm (TRSALG) is proposed to determine the global optimum for the nondegenerate TRS. In TRSALG, the Lagrange multipliers of target (secondary) functions are computed by using the Hooke-Jeeves search method, and the Lagrange multiplier of the radial constraint is located by using the trust region (TR) method at the same time. To ensure global optimality that can be attained by TRSALG, included is the means for detecting the degenerate case. In the field of numerical optimization, as the family of TR approach always exhibits excellent mathematical properties during optimization steps, thus the proposed algorithm can guarantee the global optimal solution where the optimality conditions are satisfied for the nondegenerate TRS. The computing procedure is illustrated in terms of examples found in the quality literature where the comparison results with a gradient-based method are used to calibrate TRSALG.
INTRODUCTION
The advent of the dual response approach proposed by Myers and Carter (1973) has sparked tremendous interest in the application and analysis of multiple response optimization problems. In their approach, the objective is to optimize a "primary" second-order polynomial response function subject to some equality con- † : Corresponding Author Optimization of Triple Response Systems by Using the Dual Response Approach and the Hooke-Jeeves Search Method 11 straint on a quadratic "secondary" response function. Many results using the dual response approach have been reported over the last three decades, inspiring researchers to exploit its applicability in different fields. A common instance of a dual response system is in the area of robust parameter design. Genichi Taguchi (Taguchi and Wu, 1980; Taguchi, 1986 Taguchi, , 1987 introduced his approach for reducing variation and improving product (or process) quality characteristics simultaneously. After the concept has been pointed out by applying the optimization approach to quality control (QC), Vining and Myers (1990) integrate the Taguchi and response surface methods into the dual response approach for achieving some of the goals of Taguchi's philosophy. From that time on, the dual response system (DRS) has been suggested as one of the primary means for allowing the adoption of Taguchi's philosophy while providing a more rigorous approach to the analysis. Furthermore, some modifications based on the dual response approach utilize the generalized nonlinear programming algorithms for the purpose of improving the optimization performance (see Del Castillo and Montgomery, 1993; Lin and Tu, 1995) . However, these methods may settle on local optima and thus the global optimum can only be achieved by conducting some ad hoc analyses.
To achieve global optimality that the above-mentioned methods can not achieve, Semple (1997) proposed an optimization algorithm of DRS for the nondegenerate case, thus termed DRSALG. The algorithm guarantees the global optimal solution by using the trust-region-based approach. For the degenerate problem in DRS, Del Castillo, Fan, and Semple (1999) designed a modi-fied trust-region algorithm that is an extension of Semple's algorithm for the generalized DRS. The new algorithm dubbed DR2 can either solve the degenerate or nondegenerate problems for DRS. To date, it has become manifest that the development of the optimization methods and practical applications for DRS has been widely recognized. However, the DRS represents merely one of the practical instances that could realistically occur in practice. Surprisingly few studies have been devoted to the case dealing with more than two responses within the context of the dual response approach. To further enhance the dual response approach's practicality, a triple response system (TRS) subject to the radial inequality constraint is studied in this paper. Thus, the algorithm to be presented in this paper is termed the triple response surface algorithm (TRSALG), where the Hooke-Jeeves (HJ) search method (1961) is used to locate suitable Lagrange multipliers. The formal definition of TRS will be given in the next section.
TRIPLE RESPONSE SYSTEM
The objective of this paper is to develop an algorithm based on DRSALG to solve TRS inside the search of a radial bound. TRS arises in a variety of modeling situations where three competing objectives must be managed at the same time. All the objectives can be approximated by using second-order polynomials called quadratic functions. The goal of TRS is to minimize one of the functions (the primary response) while maintaining two desirable conditions on the remaining target functions (the secondary responses), as defined by R are symmetric matrices that contain the parameters of the quadratic terms, i.e., 
